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I. DESCRIPTION 

1 

Introduction 

Compiler routines have many forms and differ widely in their 

characteristics becaixse of the machines and programmers for which they 

are prepared. This compiler is based upon the premise that the following 

characteristics are desirable for an ORACLE compiler: 

1. Hae coding system should facilitate ORACLE coding. 

2. The compiler should be able to select required sub
routines from a large library. 

3. Selection of commonly used constants from a list 
should be possible. 

h. Allocation of storage should be automatic. 

5. Cross-references between subroutines should be 
possible without annoying hand computation of 
addresses. 

6. Memory space shoxold be used economically. 

7. A directory of the location of subroutines, permanent 
constants, and temporaiy storage shoiold be produced. 

8. The record of the final routine should be complete. 

In order to use this compiler to assemble a routine, relatively 

short pieces of code, called items, are prepared. These are coded as if 

each had its first word in location 000. 

Any item may refer to standard subroutines or items in the compiler 

library. The ccmpiler will assemble all of these and translate them into 

an ORACLE program. 

Limitations 

A routine that is so large that it must be broken into segments 

which are brovight into high speed storage as they are needed is not 



autcraatically handled by th is compiler. Automatic checking for coding 

errors i s s t i l l vtsry rudimentary. 

Iftixlmum length of any paper tape item (including extra 
words) = 2l<-0g. 

Maximum number of items = QAO (l60_^), 

Miaxlmum ntmiber of words in a alphameric item = 078_. 
ii 

Maximum ntimber of E -- references = l60„. 

Maximum number of words in breakpoint list = 3l2« 

Item Format 

An item contains ORACLE instructions, constants, and additional 

words which provide information to the compiler. Each item consists of 

the following pa»ts in order: 

1. Nine key words. 

2. Sequence of instruction words and extra words, 

5. Constants other than those on the compiler list. 

(i) Binary constants. 

(ii) Decimal fractions to be converted by compiler. 

(ill) Decimal integers to be converted, 

(iv) Packed decimal numbers to be converted to (8,52) 
floating point. 

(v) Two-word floating point decljnal numbers.* 

The ccmpiler decodes and orients the instruction part, leaves the 

binary constants uncj»nged, converts the decimal constants, and inserts a 

specified number of zero words after the constants. 

*The present ccmpiler does not handle these. 



Any number of items may be placed on a paper tape but each item 

must end with a carriage return and each tape must have a zero sentinel.* 

Ksy Words 

The nine key words, all hexadecimal integers, at the beginning 

of each item on paper tape are: 

Item number h 

Number of instruction words v 

Number of extra words x 

Number of binary constants c 

Number of decimal fractions d 

Number of decimal integers e 

Number of packed decimal floating 
point numbers to be converted to 
(8,52) f 

Number of (ivC,4o) floating point 

words g (=0) 

Number of zero words z 

Carriage Return** 

The total number of all words in an itam, including extra words 

is restricted to 2i!-0„. That is 
Ji 

5+v+x+c4d+e+f+2g = 2if0„. 

If it is necessary to consult the magnetic tape version of an 

item, it must be noted that the latter uses five key words because the 

declmal-to-binary conversions have been made. The key words are: 

h, V, v+x, c+d+e+f+2g, and z. 

*A zero sentinal may be a carriage return following the cairiage 
return which terminates the last itemj however, a zero word or 
an additional space will have the same effect. 

**A carriage return must always follow the last key word. 



Cross-Item References 

1. Definitions 

Seme complication in specifying the location of a word is 

introduced by the extra words which, although they appear in the variable 

part of an item before compilation, are eliminated when the instniction 

part is assembled. We must carefully distinguish the following four 

methods of specifying location. 

a. Absolute address 

b. Item relative address 

c. Item position 

The fast-storage location 
of a word in the assembled 
routine. 

The location of a word in 
the assembled routine 
relative to the zeroeth 
word of its item. Extra 
words are not counted. 

The position of a word 
counting both ordinary and 
extra words from the zeroeth 
word of an item. Key words 
are not counted. 

The position of a word on a 
paper item-tape counting 
both ordinary and extra 
words from the zeroeth word 
of an item. This may differ 
from the item position because 
of typiiag errors. 

The last two methods of specifying the location are used in 

making corrections to paper tape items. 

d. Item tape position 

2. Full cross-item reference 

A reference to an address within the same item is made in 

exactly the same manner as in normal ORACLE coding. A reference to an 
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address in another item is made as follows: 

a. The address part of the instruction is replaced by WF. 

b. Immediately following, an extra word with no item 
relative address is inserted which specifies the 
number of the other item and the relative address 
in the other item. 

The item relative address is placed in the left half and the item number 

in the right half of the extra word. In case two or three cross-item 

references are made in the same word, two or three extra words in order 

are used. 

Example; The pseudo code in 03F of a given item consists of 

instructions to place the contents of the word in item relative address 

007 of item 00 200 into relative address 020 of the given item. This 

will read: 

03F: 2k FFF 5F 020 
x: 00 007 00 200 

Then to put the word in relative address 009 of item 00 201 into relative 

address 015 of item 00 20^, the following words should be: 

Oii-0: 2k FEF 5P EFF 
xs 00 009 00 201 
x: 00 015 00 20h 

Note that the extra words are not considered to occupy any memory cell 

because they are eliminated by the compiler. If the items in the 

immediately preceding example begin at the following addresses: 

ITEM CELL 

00 200 300 

00 201 510 
00 204 520 
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then the final coding will read: 

03F: 2k 507 5F 020 
Oij-0: 2k 519 5F 555. 

5. Shorthand cross-item references 

In order to shorten the cross-item references to frequently 

used iteans the following shorthand reference to the five special items 

numbered 00 80O, 00 9OO, 00 AOO, 00 BOO, 00 COO is used: the address is 

replaced by the relative address plus the item number, provided the 

relative address is less than 100. 

Example: To bring the 010 word of item 00 9OO into the 

accumulator write 

2k 910 — 

Full cross-item references to these special items are still possible and 

must be used if the reference is to a relative address greater than OFF. 

Subroutine Entries 

Using full cross-item references, the standard entry into a closed 

subroutine may be written as foU-ows: let the 021 word of some item be an 

entry into the 000 word of a subroutine whose item number is 00 425. Then 

' this word would be 

021: 2k 021 45 FFF 
x: 00 000 00 425. 

If the subroutine is to be entered at the right of word OO5, then the code 

wo\ild be 

021: 24 021 4l FFF 
x: 00 0C5 00 425. 
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In general, then, a subroutine entry may have the form 

CD-I: 24 oy-l 4£ FFF 

x: 00 OOD! hh hhh 

where ooa is the relative address of the word in item hh hhh to which 

control is to be transferred. 

A subroutine entiy is normally indicated, however, by the 

abbreviated form 

FF oca hh hhh, 

where FF serves as an indicator to the ccmpiler of a subroutine entry. 

If ooa < 800 the entry order set up by the ccmpiler will be a transfer 

to the left of aca, while if ooa 2s, 800, the transfer will be to the 

right of the ooa-Soo word in item hh hhh. 

Example: If the 021 word of item 00 010 is to be a subroutine 

entry into item 00 425, then this word should read 

FF 000 00 425. 

When the routine is compiled, if item 00 010 is placed by the compiler 

starting in cell 080 and item 00 425 starts in cell 100, then the 

compiler will change this word to read 

OAl: 24 QAl 45 100 

in the final code. 

If the entry is desired to be in the 005 word on the right of 

item 00 425, then the word should read 

FF 805 00 425. 

Provided the two items are placed in the same position in the memory 

by the compiler, as in the last example, the word win be changed 
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to read 

OAl: 24 QAl 4l 105 

in the final code. 

Classification of Subroutines 

The last two bits of the second hex digit of the item nimiber 

are used to indicate whether the item is an interpretive routine and 

whether it is three-address or single-address. 

Last two bits of the Type of routine 
second hex digit of 

item number 

0 Normal 

1 Three-address, single-word 
to be interpreted, no 
sentinel. 

2 Single-address, many words 
to be interpreted followed 
by a sentinel. 

5 Three-address, many-words 
to be interpreted followed 
by a sentinel. 

Following an entry to a subroutine of type 2 or 5 will be a list 

of words to be interpreted. This list must be ended with a sentinel, 

which is a word of the form FA — , but only one sentinel can follow 

any one interpretive subroutine entry. It is sometimes required in the 

final routine that 800 be added to one of the addresses in the last 

interpreted word to signal the end of the list. The sentinel indicates 

which address of the preceding word is to be increased by 800 as follows: 
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FA 800 00 000 Left address of three-address word. 

FA 008 00 000 Left address of single-address word. 

FA 000 00 008 Right address of single-address word. 

FA 000 00 000 No address increased. 

Permanent Constants, Temporary Storage, and Inter-Segment Storage 

References to permanent constants, temporary storage, and inter

segment storage are made just as if they occupied special shorthand items 

numbered as follows: 

00 DOO Inter-segment storage. 

00 EOO Permanent constants. 

00 FOO Temporary storage. 

The item 00 EOO is stored with the compiler on magnetic tape. 

It is reserved for numbers or words frequently used. A list of words 

assigned to item 00 EOO is available as ORACLE Memo Number 5« 

The items 00 FOO and 00 DOO do not actually exist since all that 

is required for them is space in the final routine. References to item 

00 EOO, 00 FOO, or 00 DOO are made in the same manner as references to a 

shorthand item. 

The inter-segment storage item 00 DOO, is designed for use by 

programs made up of more than one segment or memory load. The space left 

in the final routine for temporary storage is just enough for all the 

storage positions between FOO and the greatest address of a temporary 

referred to in the routine, inclusive. Similarly, the space for inter

segment storage is just enough for all the storage positions between DOO 



and the greatest address of inter-segment storage referred to, inclusive. 

Permanent constants to which reference is made are inserted into the 

routine. 

Example; If the routine refers to the following constants 

and storage: 

P05, FO9, 080 of 00 FOO, 102 of 00 FOO 

D04, DO7 

E80, E84, E85 

then the space left for temporary storage will be I05 words, for inter

segment storage OO8 words, the three pennanent constants corresponding 

to E80 , E84, E85 will be inserted in consecutive cells. 

For obtaining more than one consecutive permanent constant, one 

may call for them in this manner. 

<—^_y 24 FFF 
XX yyy 00 EOO 

XX = number of constants desired + 1 

3ryy = number of first constant 

24 FFF 

00 EOO = 1 constant beginning at EAO. 

00 EOO = 5 constants beginning at EAO. 

Caution must be observed in the use of temporary storage. Most 

of the subroutines use temporaries in item 00 FOO, so it is necessary to 

determine which ones are used by any subroutine incorporated in a code to 

avoid storage conflicts. 

It is usually safe to assume that basic subroutines in the compiler 

library will not use temporaries higher than POF. 

00 EAO 

04 EAO 



special Rules 

1. Protected addresses 

The address portion of a stop, shift, hunt, or curve plotter 

instruction is not changed by the ccmpiler unless that portion is FFF, in 

which case the usual cross-item reference specified by the extra word is 

made. 

Special note should be made of linkage words of some subroutines 

which require 

^^ M(A) ^^ M(B) 

in which case, an appropriate order should be used in the order position: 

otherwise M(A) and M(B) will not be changed to absolute addresses by the 

ccmpiler. Pull cross-itaii references may also be used. 

^' References to absolute addresses 

Reference to an absolute address may be made by a fiill cross-

item reference to the fictitious item OC FFF: the relative address part 

of the extra word is inserted unchanged by the ccmpiler in place of FFF. 

5. Forbidden item n\mibers 

Paper tape items bearing the following numbers may not be give 

to the ccmpiler: 00 000, 00 DOO, 00 EOO, 00 FOO, 00 80I, 00 90I, 00 AOl, 

00 BOl, 00 COl, OC FFF, FF FFF. 

^° Conflicting item numbers 

If ah item on the private library has the same number as an 

item in the ccmpiler library, the ccmpiler chooses the former if it is 

referred to by another item selected from the private library. If several 

item numbers are the same in the private library the first item located by 

the ccmpiler is used. 



5. Subroutine sentinels 

The left address of a three address word cannot be FA- as 

the compiler will treat this as the sentinel signifying the end of the 

list of three address words. 

A word contained in the variable part of an item cannot begin 

with FF unless it is a subroutine entry, when vising single address coding. 

F A — sentinels must follow extra words when used as 

a: FFF 2 789 155 
x: 00 017 00 BOl 
x: FA 800 00 000. 

6. Corrector routine 

If a program is compiled to a specific place (as cell 520, 

etc.) using only items from the public library (drive 5 - ccmpiler library), 

and calls for the corrector routine with the basic item word, then the 

ccmpiler puts the corrector routine at that point and the item frcm the 

public library follows. 

Example; 

10520 05005 basic item word. 

The compiled program is as follows: 

PC8 at 520 corrector routine 

05005 at 527 item called for. 

Basic Item 

The programmer specifies that a particular item is the basic item 

of the program. The ccmpiler searches the basic item for references to 

other items. These are in turn searched for references to additional items. 

This process continues until no new references are foxind. 



The basic item must therefore refer directly or indirectly to all 

other items to be included in the final program. The location of the basic 

item is also specified by the programmer. All other items follow the basic 

item in the memory. 

The basic item and its location are specified in a word on paper 

tape called the basic item word. Its format is 

yx oco hh hhh 

where y = 1, if corrector routine (item FC8) is desired; 

y = 0, if no corrector is desiredj 

X = 1, if a paper tape copy of the compiled program is desired; 

X = 0, if no copy is desired; 

X = 5^ if both edit of program and paper tape copy are desired; 

X = 2, if edit of program is desired (see section on edit of program); 

ooa = location of the basic item. Add 800 if a breakpoint list 
follows (see section on breakpoints); 

hh hhh = basic item number. 

This word is followed by a apace and then by the breakpoint list, if any. 

It is unnecessary that a zero sentinel follow the basic item word. 

The breakpoint list is ended by a zero sentinel. 

Following this ccmes the title tape if an edit is desired. 

Zero Items 

The key words of a zero item are the item number, seven zeros, and a 

nonzero number z specifying the number of zero words to be supplied by the 

compiler in the final program. 



Such itons are arranged in ascending order. 

e.g. 1) 00 086 

2) 00 AOO 

3) 00 BOO 

1̂ ) .- ... 

5) 00 DOO - always proceeds the last zero item. 

Should item 00 DOO not he used, storage for the zero item(s) will terminate 

at and include 7FF. 

Actual zeros are not put in the memory locations specified unless the 

memory is cleared before the code is read In. This involves special instruc

tions to the operator. 

To end a zero item, a carriage return must follow the last key word. 

Alphameric litems 

Alphameric items are typed as followsj 

1. Item Numher (AXXXX) 

2. Space 

3* Alphameric information 

h, Ps 0000 Rs 

They will he treated as regular items and can he on the same tape with other 

items with the customary zero sentinel after the last Item. 

Neither the itCTi numher nor the body of the alphameric item can he 

changed via correction tape. 

Private Library 

The items initially prepared on paper tape and xised in ccmpiling are 

written hy Segment I of the Compiler on the magnetic tape present on drivie 2. 

This record of items constitutes the private liharary. 



If this record is made on a tape which can be removed and stored, 

it is possible to retain this library for further use in later compiling. 

The operating instructions applicable to compiling with a private library 

should then be used. 

At the point where the basic item word is supplied to the loachlne, 

the compiler autcmatically writes a block of zero words on drive 2 which 

sejrvTBS as an end-of-library sentinel for a subsequent search. It must 

therefore be noted that if, following the addition of paper tape items to 

the private library, a basic item word has not been supplied to the ccsapiler, 

the block of zeros must be written on the tape vising manual instjructions 

before the tape is removed. 

If compiling is effected using both a private library and additional 

items on paper tape, the private library after use will contain the latter 

as well. 

To add an item which the ccmpiler has declared missing on a previous 

attempt to ccmpile is equivalent to ccmpiling with a private library and the 

proper operating instructions should therefore be followed. 

Arrangement of the Final Routine 

The ccmpiler starts the basic item in any memory location specified 

by the basic item word. Other itoas are inserted by the compiler Immediately 

following the basic item. Die assigiment of their order and addresses is 

made automatically by the compiler. The final arrangement in the memory is 

as follows! 

1. Basic item (paper tape or drive 2). 

2. Items from private library (drive 2). 

3. Items from ccmpiler library (drive 5)« 



4. Permanent constants frcm item 00 EOO. 

5» Temporary storage. 

Space frcm end of temporary storage to beginning of 
zero items or inter-segment storage (unassigned). 

6. Zero items. 

"J. Inter-segment storage. 

If a group of items is supplied to the compiler in sane desired sequence, 

then only if basic item Is first on tape will the assembled routine contain 

these items in the same sequence. No transfer order from one item to the 

next is needed, but care must be exercised to see that each item is referred 

to directly by the basic item or by one of the items preceding it in the 

sequence. 
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Directory 

Uxe compiler piinches out a directory tdalch gives ixifonaation in 

sequence as summarized In the following table. 

1. List of Items as 
arranged on magnetic 
tape 

Form of word 
(one or more) 

00 XXX hh hhh 

Interpretation 

XXX number of block 
on drive 2 occu
pied by item 
number hh hhh 

2. Sentinel 

3. Monory location 
of progi-am 

k. Free memoiy space 

5. Sentinel 

6. List of permanent 
constants 

FF FFF FP BTT 

00 yyy 00 zzz 

00 aaa 00 bbb 

FF FFF FF FFF 

00 ccc 00 ddd 

yyy 

zzz 

aaa 

bbb 

ccc 

ddd 

XXX 

number of cells 
used by program 
instructions, 
constants, and 
temporaries 

address of first 
word of main item 

number of cells 
not used 

address of first 
free cell 

absolute address in 
compiled program 

EOO + XXX 

address of constant 
in item 00 EOO 



Form of word 
(one or more) Interpretation 

7. 

8. 

9-

10. 

Sentinel 

List of items 
arranged by 
item number 

Sentinel 

List of items 

jj'jj- b'b'F 

00 sss 

bY h'b'F 

00 sss 

b'i)' bVb' 

hh hhh 

b'b' bW 

hh hhh 
arranged by ab
solute address 

11. Sentinel 

12. Breakpoint list 

13. Sentinel 

1̂1-. Code length on 
magnetic tape 

FF FFF FF FFF 

aaa x bbb ccc 

FF FFF FF FFF 

00 XXX 00 XXX 

sss absolute address 
of first word of 
item number hh hhh 

sss absolute address of 
first word of item 
number hh hhh 

aaa absolute address in 
compiled program 

X portion of word in 
which breakpoint 
is to occur (see 
section on break
points) 

bbb item relative address 

ccc last three digits 
of item number 

XXX number of blocks 
code takes on 
drive 0. 

Sentinel FF FFF FF FFF 
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Breakpoints 

Because the usual breakpoint indication is used for other purposes 

in the pseudo-code, a separate paper tape is usually used to tell the 

ccmpiler where breakpoints are to be inserted in the final coding. As an 

alternative the full cross-itoa reference can be used for this ptirpose by 

adding 800 to the relative address portion of the extra word. For example, 

a word in item hh hhh will read: 

without breakpoint: 2k 006 5F POO 

with breakpoint: 2k FFF 5F FOO 

00 806 hh hhh. 

The usual breakpoint indication in a protected address is a third alterna

tive; e.g., 10 800. 

The breakpoint tape contains in order the basic item word, a list 

of breakpoint words, a zero word, and a carriage retiK-n. For a breakpoint 

in relative address oca of item hh hhh the breakpoint word takes the form: 

xO csxx hh hhh, where 

X = 8 80 ODD! hh hhh breakpoint on left 

X = ̂  ko oaa hh hhh breakpoint on right 

X = C CO aaa hh hhh breakpoint on left and right. 

Breakpoints cannot be on words in items DOO, EOO, FOO. The breakpoint 

list cannot specify adding breakpoints on first and second addresses of three 

address words. 

Edit of Canpiled Program 

If desired, a programmer may receive via narrow magnetic tape an 

alphameric edit of the program. 

PROGRAMMERS MANUAL FOR THE ORACLE COMPILER 
Revised 7/28/6O 



The format gives the item relative address, the absolute address, 

four words of code, and the item number. The item number is printed only 

at the beginning of each item and the items are separated by a carriage 

return. A title is printed on the first page. 

An alphameric identification tape must be furnished consisting of a 

minimum of two carriage returns and Ps 0000 Rs, or a maximum of 60 printing 

characters preceding each carriage retinrn. Tabs are available at 22, 33^ kk, 

and 55 spaces frcm the left margin, with the center of the format between 30 

and 31 spaces. This tape must follow the basic item word or the breakpoint 

list if present. It is necessary to have a reference to a FOO address. 

The instructions for setting the typewriter precede the edit of the 

code. 

Correction of Paper Tape Items 

For typing errors made in the paper tape items, the following format 

shcjuld be used to type correction tapes. These are used as the routine is 

compiled and must be fed into the machine preceding the item car items in error 

pp ppp FF FFF Starts each correction tape 

00 Qk-1 00 021 Replaces the word having item 

IB 021 5F COl tape position 0^1 in item 00 
020 with IB 021 5P COl. 

OA 062 00 032 Puts IB 032 5F CO3 into item 
IB 032 5F C03 tape position O62 in item 00 

032 and moves the word which 
was there to O63, etc. 

OD 073 00 CkO Deletes the word in item tape 
00 000 00 000 position 073 in item 00 Ôl-O 

and moves the word in 07̂ ^ up 
to 073> etc. 

00 000 00 FFF Sentinel for end of corrections. 

PROGRAMMERS MANUAL FOR THE ORACLE CCMPILER 
Revised 9/2/59 



Key words are corrected in the same manner, the difference iDeing 

a 1 in the first hex digit. 

10 001 00 Ch6 Replaces the 2nd key word, v, 
00 000 00 06A in item 00 Oi)-'S~wlth 6k*. 

Corrections and items may "be on the same paper tape "but each tape 

must end with a zero sentinel. 

Coirections via correction tape will not correct items on public 

or private litraiy hut only items on paper tape(s). 
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II. PROGRAMING 

Programing in General 

Before specific instructions can be written down for any computa

tion with a stored program computerj, it is necessary that the progiummer 

have a clear picture of the manner in which the computer will car̂ ty out 

the calculation. This is usually obtained by preparing a flow chart 

which indicates the various logical components of the calcvilationo In 

preparing such a flow chart, it is convenient to start with the inner 

loops of the calcuiLatlon. The necessary steps for setting up these loops 

and for ccmpleting the calculation are attached later. Aft̂ ar the flow 

chart is complete, the same process is convenient. 'Bie instructions for 

the inner loops <— the heart of the caicuiaTion — are written first. 

Then attention is given to the necessary details for reading in the data, 

converting and arranging them, and for initially setting 'i^e variable 

addresses in the heart of the calcalationo Clearly it Is diffictLLt to 

decide exactly how to set the variable addresses within a program before 

it is known precisely which addresses these will be. 

There is nothing in the foi'egoing which requires a system of relative 

addressing. In most calctilations, however;, it is necessary to reserve a 

section of memory for the initial addresses, parameters and constants 

peculiar to the routine. It is convenient to keep these together and to 

decide in advance where they will be located so that specific addresses can 

be used when writing instructions referring to these words. Unfortxmately, 

it is either awkward or wasteful of storage space to assign absolute addresses 
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to these words before the total number of instructions in the routine has 

been determined. To avoid this, either symbolic addresses or relative 

addresses must be used. Without an assembly or compiling routine they must 

later be translated by the prograraaer to absolute addresses. 

PrograjalOifi with the Congiler 

First, choose one of the shorthand items as storage for the para

meters, constants, etc., which will be needed in the progw«n. It is not 

necessary to decide in advance how umny will "be required. As 9 need arises, 

say for an additional initial address word or a test word for a loop with 

variable addresses, it can be added to this shorthand item. In ctaplex 

problems, it may be convenient to assign two or more of the sheoTtiaad 

items for such storage. Next, write the iaastructions for the Inner loops 

of the calcxilation. The choice of item nxmbers for the program is i^ther 

arbitrary. One convenient way is to use a nimibering system which includes 

the box numbers on the flow chart so that identification between the 

individual items and the flow chart is made autcsnatically. 

It is essential to keep in mind that errors will be made in writing 

a routine -• they m&y be logical mistakesj they may be amissions j they may 

be only transposing digits in addresses. In order to minimize the chain 

reactions which will be induced in the routine when correcting errors, 

it is advisable to keep each item short — try to restrict any one item 

to a single logical or manericai function. Where possible, enter an item 

only at 000. If it is later necessary to arevise completely such an item, 

no changes will be necessary in other items which transfer to this one. An 



ideal length for an itan is the nxmiber of instaructions that can be written 

on one piece of paper. This much can be easily kept in mind. If an item 

is longer, the risk of misremembering an address from the first part of the 

item is greater, and, of course, there is more to rewrite when correcting 

an error. 

Use of the Temporary Storage 

Most of the basic routines that have been placed in the public 

library make use of seme of the tonporaries from POO through FOF. These 

are the conversion routines and the routines for evaluating the elementary 

transcendental functions. If subroutines are to be used, it is advisable 

to avoid using these stoi«,ge locations for words which will be needed at a 

later point in the calculation» 

In connection with temporary storage, attention is called to the 

two groups of fifteen words in item 00 EOO — the words, E71 through E7F 

and EFl through EFF —• which are a hybrid of permanent constants and 

temporaries. These are useful when unpacking a word containing several 

pieces of information which would otherwise be partially substituted into 

a cleared storage location. Kote that the last hexadecimal character of 

the relative address agrees with the second character in the 5x or 7x 

substitution order to be used with each word. Normally the EFl group is 

used in preference to the E71 group. 
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Use of the Intersegaent Storage 

For a large routine it is convenient to separate the problem into 

three or more phases, the first and the last phases being the input and 

the output, respectively. When memory space is at a premium, it is desirable 

to have the input phase of the program in the high-speed storage by itself 

and, after the calcxilation is complete, the output phase in storage by itself. 

The portion of the routine for each phase is then called a segment of the 

routine. Certain parameters will be needed by all segments of the problem. 

These can be stored in shorthand item 00 DOO, which the compiler places at 

the end of the memory. When compiling each segment of the program, be certain 

that it contains a reference to the largest address in 00 DOO referred to in 

any of the segments, 

Ccmputatjons Involving Large Quantities of Data 

If a routine involves handling a large amount of data, greatest 

efficiency is obtained only when the entire high-speed memory is used. 

In preparing such a routine, if no zero items have been used, then one can 

definitely say that the first word at the end of the memory, which is not 

available for storage, will be DOO, the first word in the inter-segment 

storage. (When zero items are used, the compiler places them at the end of 

the maaory just preceding the 00 DOO item. They are arraiaged in order of 

increasing item nxxmbers. Consequently, the first word not available for 

general stoarage is the 000 word of the zero item with the lowest item number.) 

In the compiled program, the first available word in the unused portion of 

sto3rage will have an address one greater than the largest address used in the 

00 POO item, in other words, in temporary storage. Ihus routines can be written 
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s 

in which it is not necessary to decide in advance that l400 or 1600 words of 

storage will be available for data processing. One method for accomplishing 

this 1B to let two words in the shorthand item for constants, parameters, 

etc., be 

ifO Fxx kO Fxx 

and 

ho DOO kO DOO, 

where Fxx is the last temporary used. In progitunlng, then, these words 

will provide the arelative addresses of the first free cell and the last 

free cell plus one. 

To check out a routine using this system, Fxx can be replaced by 

an artificially large address. The storage space available is then extremely 

limited and those portions of the routine normally used only for very large 

quantities of data may be tested on more convienient sized problems. 
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III. OPERATING PROCEDUFiE 

Structure of ;;tte ORACLE Compiler Routine 

The compiler is stored on a magnetic tape which is placed on drive 

5. For Identification the reel on which it is wound is red. The location 

consists of four segments, of which each of the first three contain 5A0 

words, and the fourth contains 5B0 words. All segments begin at register 

7E0. The function and tape location of each of these segments is given 

below. 

Seraent Tfepe Location Function 

i 

ii 

ill 

Blocks O-B, 
inclusive 

Blocks C-17, 
inclusive 

Blocks 18-23, 
inclusive 

Blocks 2i4-2F, 
inclusive 

Loading of correction 
tapes, paper item tapes, 
conversion of numbers; 
stoorage of corrected, 
converted items on drive 
2. 

Compiling of Item and 
permanent constant list; 
storage of all required 
items on drive 0 with 
memory space allotted. 

Changing all required 
addresses to absolute 
addresses J assembling 
and storing of program 
on drive 0. 

Punching the compiled 
program; reading program 
into memory, if desired. 



Operating Instructions for Canpiler 

When the compiler Is in use, the 2Qh8 word memory is needed and 

the no-write switch for drive 5 must be on. Th® tepe is zeroed at 020 

blocks. 

A. 5A0* in Q 

B. B5 7E0 

C. 45 000, breakpoint switch off 

D. At stop L 1B5 

1. If there is a private lidrary on drive 2 go back on 
operate.. 

2o If there is no private library on drive 2 depress 
special order**, operate. 

E. At stop L 1B8 

1= If thfere are correcs^ions or paper tape items, put them 
under reader and go 'tack on opera,te c 

2 , Win ket-p stopping a t L 1B8 u n t i l a l l i t ans are loaded» 
After l a s ^ item i s loaded, pf-^^^sle Item word tmder 
reader 5 depress ,§l>gc.^J^ o rde ry then operate . 

F« Will stop a t L 039 af te r paper tepe copy has been punched. 

1 , Go back on operate and program wi l l be read in to c e l l 
000 in fgt&x memoiy from drive 0, 

2o If program i s to stArt anywhere but 000, the programmer 
w i n have t o gl'f^ the ins t ruc t ions for the program to be 
read in to Ihe m^m-oxy (console In s t ruc t ions ) . 

**The specia l order r e g i s t e r must read k'^ 000 when you depress 
spec ia l order key, and t t e n opera tee If there has been a tape 
e r ro r and -che r e g i s t e r reads something else5, give a ^5 000, 
specia l order and r̂ liten operate» 



17. GLOSSARY" 

This is a glossary of the terms used in describing the ORACIE 

Compiler. Most of the definitions have been taketi from a glossary 

published by the Association for Computing Machinery.* Those terms 

peculiar to this compiler and not in general use in the computing field 

are indicated by an asterisk. 

Address - a label such as an integer or other set of characters 
which identifies a register, location, or device in which 
information is stored. 

Absolute Address - the label assigned by the machine designer 
to a particular storage location. Specifically, the 
Internal storage location of a word in the assembled 
routine. 

Relative Address - a label used to identify a word in a 
routine or subroutine with respect to its position 
in that routine or subroutine. Relative addresses 
are translated into absolute addresses by the addition 
of seme specific "reference" address, usxjally that at 
which the first word of the routine is stored. 

*Item Relative Address - the location of a word in the assembled 
routine relative to the zeroeth word of its item. Extra 
words are not counted. 

*Item Position - the position of a word coxmting both ordinary 
and extra words from the zeroeth word of an item. Key 
words are not counted. 

*Item Tape Position *- the position of a word on a paper item-
tape counting both ordinary and extra words' from the 
zeroeth word of an item. This may differ from the item 
position because of typing errors. 

•Report to the Association for Computing Machinery: 
First glossary of Programming Terminology, by C. W. 
Adams et al., June 195^. 



Assemble; Assonbler, Assembly Routine; Assembly - see Routine. 

*Basic Item - the first item of a compiled routine. It is chosen by 
the programmer who also specifies its location in storage. 
(See basic item word). The composition of the final routine 
is determined by the basic item. The compiler selects from 
the private and public libraries every item referred to lay the 
basic item and in addition every item referred to by the items 
already selected for inclusion in the final routine. 

*Basic Item Word - after all the paper tape items have been 
recorded on the private library tape, the basic item„ 
bb bbb, and its location, OOQ!, in the assembled routine 
are specified by the paper tape word Ox oco bb bbb, 
where x = 1 or 0 depending upon whether or not a paper 
tape copy of the final routine is desired^ 

Code (noun) - a system of symbols and of the rules for their use in 
representing information. 

Computer Code (Machine Code) - the code representing the 
operations built into the hardware of the computer. 

Instruction Code ~ the symbols, names, and definitions of 
all the instructions which are directly intelligible 
to a given computer or a given executive routine. 

Pseudo-code - an arbitrary code, independent of the hardware 
of a computer, which must be taranslated into computer 
code if it is to direct the computer. 

Code (verb) - to prepare problems in computer code or in pseudo-code 
for a specific computer. 

Coding - the list, in computer code or in pseudo^^code, of the successive 
computer operations reqtilred to solve a given problem. 

Absolute, Relative^ or Symbolic Coding - coding in which one 
uses absolute, relative, or symbolic addresses, 
respectively. 

Compile; Compiler^ Compiling Routine; Compilation - see Routine. 

*Cross-Item Reference - a reference in one compiler item to a relative 
address in another item. 

*Fii,11 Cross-Item Reference - a reference making use of an extra 
wordo The address portion of the pseudo-instruct ion 
preceding the extra word is FFF. 



•Shorthand Cross-Item Reference - a reference to a word in one 
of the shorthand items which is made without the use of 
an extra-word. The relative address of the desired word 
in the shorthand item is added to the shorthand item 
number and this is treated as a pseudo-address of that 
word. 

*Extra-Word - a word inserted in the instruction field of a compiler 
item following a pseudo-instruction which refers to a location 
in another item. The extra-word specifying relative address 
(XXX in item hh hhh, has the form 00 coa hh hhh. See pseudo-
instruction. 

Field - a set of one or more characters (not necessarily all lying in 
the same word) which is treated as a wholej a xinit of information. 
See also Item, Key. 

Instruction - a set of characters which defines an operation together 
with one or more addresses (or no address) and which, as a unit, 
causes the computer to operate accordingly on the indicated 
quantities. 

*Pseudo- Instruct ion - specifically, a word in the instruction 
field of a compiler item having the form of a machine 
instruction but whose addresses either (l) are relative 
addresses of other words in the item, (2) are shorthand 
cross-item references, or (3) are replaced by the tag 
FFF. In the latter case, an extra-word must be provided 
for each FFF tag in the pseudo-instruction. 

Item - a set of one or more fields containing related information; a 
xinit of correlated infoimation relating to a single person or 
object. Also used as an abbreviation for compiler item. 

•Compiler Item - a set of words treated by the ORACLE Compiler 
as a unit of a routine. It may contain either instructions, 

' or constants, or both. Additional information in the form 
of key-words and exti^-words is included in an item for 
use by the compiler in determining the form of the item in 
the assembled routine. The key-words and extra-words do 
not appear in the version of the item incorporated in the 
assembled routine. 

A compiler item consists of seven fields, namely, 

(1) nine key-words; 

(2) an instmiction field, consisting of v pseudo-
instructions and X extra words; 



(3) £ binary constants; 

(k) d decimal fractions to be converted to 
binary; 

(5) e decimal integers to be converted to 
binary; 

(6) f packed floating decimal nxxmbers to be 
converted to (8,32); 

(7) £ unpacked floating decimal numbers to 
be converted to (̂ 0,̂ 1-0). 

The nxmiber of words in an item is 9+'9'+x-K:-Hi+e 
+f+2g<, See key»wordso 

•Item Position, Item Tiape Position = see Address. 

Key - a set of characters, forming a field, xised to identify an itan. 

•Key-Words - the first field of a compiler item consists of nine 
words contaiaiing, in order, the hexadecimal inte^rs h, v, 
X, c, d, e, f, g, z, where h is the it&a. nxmber and z 
specifies the number of zero words to follow the compiled 
form of the item in the assembled routine. The remaining 
seven key^words are defined xmder compiler itoa, 

Libraiy - an ordered set or collection of standard and proven routines 
and subroutines by which problems and parts of problems may be 
solved, usxjally stored in relative or symbolic coding. (A library 
may be subdivided into varioxis volumes, such as floating decimal, 
double-precision, or complex, according to the type of arithmetic 
employed by the subroutines.) 

Location - a xinit storage position in the main internal storage, storing 
• one computer word; a stoirage register» 

PseudO'-code - see Code (noun). 

•Reference - see cross-item reference. 

Routine - a set of coded instructions arranged in proper sequence to 
direct the computer to perform a desired operation or series of 
operations. See also Stibrexjtine. 

Executive Routine (Master Routing) - a routine designed to process 
and control other routines. A routine used in realizing 
"autcmatlc coding". 



Compiler (Compiling Routine) - an executive routine which, before 
the desired computation is started, taranslates a program 
expressed in pseudo-code into machine code (or into another 
pseudo-code for further translation by an interpreter). In 
accomplishing the translation, the compiler may be required 
to: 

Decode - to ascertain the intended meaning of the individxjal 
characters or groups of characters in the psexjdo-coded 
program. 

Convert - to chajage nxmerical information from one nxmiber 
base to another (e.g., decimal to binary) and/or from 
seme form of fixed point to seme fOim of floating
point representation, or vice versa. 

Select - to choose a needed subroutine from a file of sub
routines. 

Generate - to produce a needed subroutine fran pai-ameters 
and skeletal coding. 

Allocate - to assign storage locations to the main routines 
and subroutines, thereby fixing the absolute values of 
any symbolic addresses. In some cases allocation may 
require segmentation. See Segment. 

Assemble - to Integrate the subroutines (supplied, selected, 
or generated) into the main routine, i.e., to: 

Adapt - to specialize to the task at hand by means of 
preset parameters. 

Orient - to change relative and symbolic addresses to 
absolute form. 

Incorporate - place in storage. 

Interpretive Routine - an executive routine which, as the computation 
progresses, translates a stored program expressed in some 
machine-like pseudo-code into machine code and performs the 
indicated operations, by means of subroutines, as they are 
translated. An intearpretive routine is essentially a closed 
subroutine which operates successively on an indefinitely-long 
sequence of program parameters (the pseudo-instructions and 
operands). It may usxaally be entered as a closed subroutine 
and exit may be made by a pseudo-code exit instruction. 



Service Routine - a rout ine designed t o a s s i s t i n the actiml 
operation of the computer. ISape ccmparisoqi, block 
loca t ion , ce r ta in post mortems, and cisrrectlGn rout ines 
f a l l i n t h i s c l a s s . 

Specific Routlrae - a rou t ine expressed i n spec i f ic c«aapiuter 
coding designed t o solve a part lcxilar np-thematleal, l o g i c a l , 
or data-handling problem. 

Segment (noxm) - in a rout ine tcxs long t© f i t in to lilttemal s torage , a pari; 
short enough t o be stored e n t i r e l y in the in-feiernal storage and contain
ing the coding necessary t o c a l l i n and ixasff- aut^rap-tlcaJJIy t o other 
segments. (Routines which excesed I n t e n m l storage aa::^Qlty are not 
automatical ly divided in to segments "by t h i s ccegjllfir.) 

Segment (verb) - t o divide a rout ine in pa r t s each coosis t ing of an integi«.l 
number of subroutines, each pa r t capable of being ccmpletely s tored 
in the i n t e rna l storage and containing tta& iSBcessary ins t ruc t ions t o 
jxmip t o other segments. 

Sentinel - a symbol marking t l ^ beginning or the end of sane element of 
Information such as a f i e l d , item, block, tsape* ietc; a t a g . 

•Zero-Sentinel - a zero word used a s a sentir«0., 

•Shorthand Item - a ccmpiler iteta nwtbered OD 800, 0© 9OO, 00 AOO, 00 BOO, 
or 00 COO. Cross-item refeI^eJlGes t o words in these items may be 
made without the xjse of extra-words by adding the r e l a t i v e address t o 
the shorthand item nxmiber. See cross-i tem reference. 

•Shorthand Reference - see cross-item reference. 

Storage - any device into which units of information caan be copied, which 
will hold this informaticai, and frcm which thk tnfGanaation can be 
obtained at a later time. 

Internal Storage - stowige facilities forming an Integral physical 
part of the ccmputer and directly controlled by the caaputer. 
See also Location and Beigls'̂ er. 

Secondary Storage - storage facilities fcmttli^ not an integral part 
of the conputer but directly linked t® and controlled by the 
ccmputer; e.g., magnetic drxm, magnetic tapes, etc. 

TJamporary Storuge - in-^mal s-tora^ locaatlca^ i^swrv^ tac 
intermediate and partial results. 



Working Storage - a portion of the internal storage reserved for 
the data upon which operations are being perfonned. 

Subroutine - a set of Instructions sxifficient to direct the conputer to 
carry out a well defined mathematical or logical operation; a 
subxinit of a routine. A subroutine is often written in relative 
or symbolic coding even when the routine to which it belongs is 
not. 

Closed Subroutine - a subroutine not stored in its proper place 
in the linear operational sequence, but stored away from 
the routine which refers to it. Such a subroutine is 
entered by a jxmp, and provision is made to retxarn, i.e., 
jump back to the proper point in the main routine after 
the instructions in the subroutine have been executed. 

Open Subroutine - a subroutine inserted directly into the linear 
operational sequence, not entered by a jxmip. Such a sub
routine mxist be recopied at each point that it is needed 
in a routine. 

Library Subroutine (Standard Subroutine) - a member of a sub
routine library. 

Tag - a xonit of information, whose composition differs from that of other 
members of the set so that it can be used as a marker or label; a 
sentinel. 

Translate - to change information (e.g., problem statements in pseudo
code, data, or coding) from one langxjage to another without 
significantly affecting the meaning. 

Word - a set of characters which occupies one storage location and is 
treated by the computer circuits as a xmit and transported as such. 
Ordinarily a word is treated by the control xanit as an instruction, 
and by the arithmetic xinit as a quantity. Word lengths are fixed 
or variable depending on the partlcxilar computer. 

Zone - a portion of internal storage allocated for a partlcxilar fxmction 
or purpose. 




